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About the film – Bawdy, heartfelt, and surprisingly wise, Sex Education is a raucous romp through a group of 
teenagers whose sexual misadventures are so thoughtfully rendered, adults could learn a thing or two from 
them.



Concerned-|kənˈsɜːnd|-Обеспокоенный.
Thoughtfully-|ˈθɔːtfəlɪ|-Вдумчиво.
Existentialism - |eɡzɪˈstenʃ(ə)lɪz(ə)m|-
Экзистенциализм



Eric Effiong
Otis' best friend, openly gay. Noisy, assertive. Prefers bright clothes. He plays the horn. Adam calls him 
Thrombochren because Eric had a half-eric on stage.



Otis Milburn
The protagonist conducts sex therapy for peers. He lives with his mother, a sexologist. My father lives in the United 
States and sometimes calls on Skype. Otis is constrained about his sexuality, but is well versed in the problems of 
others.



Dr. Jean F. Milburn
Otis' mother, a sexologist. Divorced. Conducts therapy in the home office. Prefers short-term sexual relations. For a 
long time I could not start writing a new book, then I began to write about the sexual development of my son.



Maeve Wiley
Seventeen-year-old student of Moordale. May explain the difference between existentialism and 
transcendentalism. Sometimes he sells his original work to other students. She lives alone and is forced to pay rent 
on her own. Lives in a poor neighborhood in a trailer and is somewhat ashamed of it. She has an older brother, 
Sean Wiley, who at the end of the first season again gave her the opportunity to take care of herself. The mother is 
a drug addict who can not be cured. Their father abandoned them as a child.



I chosed this film that:
1)It's very funny;
2)It's the perfect modern youth comedy;
3)It's a series documenting the difference between generations;
4)The series has a lot of dancing and great music.
"Sex education" is a serious conversation about the ethics of relationships
And also helps to remember, British pronunciation
Most likely, I would like to be the main character. If you could play Most likely, I would 
like to be the main character. If you could play as a girl, I would play for Maeve Wiley.



1) The first characters that were in the opening scene of the film
2) Do you think there will be a continuation of this wonderful series?
3) If you met with the main characters, what questions would you like to ask?
4) And finally, how would you rate my project?


